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INTRODUCTION
A stream inventory was conducted during the summer of 1995 on Mill
Creek to assess habitat conditions for anadromous salmonids. The
inventory was conducted in two parts: habitat inventory and
biological inventory. The objective of the habitat inventory was
to document the amount and condition of available habitat to fish,
and other aquatic species with an emphasis on anadromous salmonids
in Mill Creek. The objective of the biological inventory was to
document the salmonid and other aquatic species present and their
distribution. After analysis of historical information and data
gathered
recently,
stream
restoration
and
enhancement
recommendations are presented.
WATERSHED OVERVIEW
Mill Creek is tributary to Dry Creek which is a tributary to the
Russian River, located in Sonoma County, California (see Mill Creek
Watershed map, page 2). The legal description at the confluence
with the Russian River is T09N,R09W,S33. Its location is 38°35'20"
N. latitude and 122°52'08" W. longitude. Year round vehicle access
to the watershed exists via Mill Creek Road or Felta Road, from
Westside Road in Healdsburg. Mill Creek is a perennial third order
stream and has approximately 12 miles of blue line stream,
according to the USGS Guerneville, and Healdsburg 7.5 minute
quadrangles. Major tributaries include Felta, Wallace, Palmer and
Angel Creeks. These creeks will each have separate reports from
Mill Creek. Boyd Creek, a smaller tributary is included in this
report.
Mill Creek and its tributaries drain a basin of
approximately 24 square miles, and the system has a total of 29.0
miles of blue line stream. Elevations range from about 60 feet at
the mouth of the creek to 1400 feet in the headwater areas.
Features include a lowland valley area, a short steep boulder
section, and a steep U-shaped canyon upstream. A series of earthen
dams exist in the upper watershed at about 11 miles. Tan oak,
alder, bay and redwood trees forest the drainage area.
The Northern Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) was listed in
DFG's Natural Diversity Database as occurring in Mill Creek
watershed. No sensitive plants were listed.
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Stream Surveys:
Three DFG surveys were conducted previously and are summarized:
A survey of Mill Creek was conducted in the summer of 1957 (from
Felta road bridge to 8.6 miles upstream). A partial survey was
done from the Dry Creek confluence upstream to Palmer Creek in the
spring of 1973. In the summer of 1982 a survey was conducted from
the mouth of Dry Creek to 2 miles downstream of the headwaters (8.5
miles).
The 1957 fall survey generally characterized pool development above
Felta Creek as "very good" with "fair sized" pools and "adequate"
shelter common throughout the entire system. Flows were described
as adequate for rearing fish. The 1973 spring survey described the
section below Felta Creek to the mouth as having mostly narrow
undercut banks.
Pools were again found to be fair sized and
scattered along the entire creek.
However, it also noted that
"retaining wall fence pole bases had eroded pools up to 4 feet"
deep. Upstream 3 miles there were "abundant holding pools made
from falling log jams" or "natural pools under small cascades".
From the Wallace Creek confluence to downstream 3 miles, a ratio
of 5-10 pools/mile was estimated and described as 3-6 feet deep.
Upstream of Wallace Creek 2.5 miles, pools were also estimated to
be 3-6 feet deep. Summer flows were reported as diminished due to
summer dams. The fall survey of 1982 indicated very few pools due
to low flows, with "fair" shelter consisting of mostly boulders.
Few undercut banks were noted and logs and other debris were
notably absent with the exception of four log jams. Flows were
described as very low due to numerous pumps, dams and wells.
METHODS
The habitat inventory conducted in Mill Creek follows the
methodology presented in the California Salmonid Stream Habitat
Restoration Manual (Flosi and Reynolds, 1991).
The Americorps
members that conducted the inventory were trained in standardized
habitat inventory methods by the California Department of Fish and
Game (DFG) under the supervision of DFG's Russian River Basin
Planner, Robert Coey in May 1995. This inventory was conducted by
a two person team.
HABITAT INVENTORY COMPONENTS
A standardized habitat inventory form has been developed for use in
California stream surveys and can be found in the California
Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual. This form was used in
Mill Creek to record measurements and observations. There are nine
components to the inventory form.
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1.

Flow:

Flow is measured in cubic feet per second (cfs) at the bottom of
the stream survey reach using standard flow measuring equipment, if
available. In some cases flows are estimated. Flows were also
measured or estimated at major tributary confluences.
2.

Channel Type:

Channel typing is conducted according to the classification system
developed by David Rosgen (1985). This methodology is described in
the California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual. Channel
typing is conducted simultaneously with habitat typing and follows
a standard form to record measurements and observations. There are
four measured parameters used to determine channel type: 1) water
slope gradient, 2) channel confinement, 3) width/depth ratio,
4) substrate composition.
3.

Temperatures:

Water and air temperatures, and time taken, are measured by crew
members with handheld thermometers and recorded at each tenth unit
typed. Temperatures are measured in Fahrenheit at the middle of
the habitat unit and within one foot of the water surface.
Temperatures are also recorded using Ryan Tempmentors which log
temperature every two hours, 24 hours/day.
4.

Habitat Type:

Habitat typing uses the 24 habitat classification types defined by
McCain and others (1988). Habitat units are numbered sequentially
and assigned a type identification number selected from a standard
list of 24 habitat types. Dewatered units are labeled "dry". Mill
Creek habitat typing used standard basin level measurement
criteria. These parameters require that the minimum length of a
described habitat unit must be equal to or greater than the
stream's mean wetted width. Channel dimensions were measured using
hip chains, range finders, tape measures, and stadia rods. Unit
measurements included mean length, mean width, mean depth, and
maximum depth.
Pool tail crest depth at each pool unit was
measured in the thalweg. All measurements were taken in feet to
the nearest tenth.
5.

Embeddedness:

The depth of embeddedness of the cobbles in pool tail-out reaches
is measured by the percent of the cobble that is surrounded or
buried by fine sediment. In Mill Creek, embeddedness was visually
estimated. The values were recorded using the following ranges: 0
- 25% (value 1), 26 - 50% (value 2), 51 - 75% (value 3), 76 - 100%
(value 4).
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6.

Shelter Rating:

Instream shelter is composed of those elements within a stream
channel that provide salmonids protection from predation, reduce
water velocities so fish can rest and conserve energy, and allow
separation of territorial units to reduce density related
competition. The shelter rating is calculated for each habitat
unit by multiplying shelter value and percent cover.
Using an
overhead view, a quantitative estimate of the percentage of the
habitat unit covered is made.
All cover is then classified
according to a list of nine cover types. In Mill Creek, a standard
qualitative shelter value of 0 (none), 1 (low), 2 (medium), or 3
(high) was assigned according to the complexity of the cover.
Thus, shelter ratings can range from 0-300, and are expressed as
mean values by habitat types within a stream.
7.

Substrate Composition:

Substrate composition ranges from silt/clay sized particles to
boulders and bedrock elements. In all habitat units, dominant and
sub-dominant substrate elements were visually estimated using a
list of seven size classes. Mechanical substrate sampling was also
conducted to quantify the percentage of fine sediment within
spawning gravels.
Four substrate samples were taken in potential spawning riffles in
Mill Creek on November 30 and December 1, 1995. Sample 1 was taken
in reach 1, sample 2 was in reach 2, sample 3 was in reach 3 and
sample 4 was in reach 8. Each sample consisted of one 12" McNeil
sample to characterize each reach.
The samples were placed through a series of sieves with diameters
of .85mm, 2.37mm, 4.7mm, 12.5mm, 25.4mm, 50.8mm, 76.2mm and 150mm.
Displacement volumes were measured for particles in each size
classification. Finally, the remaining sample less than 0.85mm was
placed in Imhoff cones for 1 hour with the volume of fines settled
out measured.
8.

Canopy:

Stream canopy is estimated using handheld spherical densiometers
and is a measure of the water surface shaded during periods of high
sun. In Mill Creek, an estimate of the percentage of the habitat
unit covered by canopy was made from the center of each unit. The
area of canopy was further analyzed to estimate its percentages of
coniferous or deciduous trees, and the results recorded.
9.

Bank Composition:

Bank composition elements range from bedrock to bare soil.
However, the stream banks are usually covered with grass, brush, or
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trees.
These factors influence the ability of stream banks to
withstand winter flows. In Mill Creek, the dominant composition
type in both the right and left banks was selected from a list of
eight options on the habitat inventory form. Additionally, the
percent of each bank covered by vegetation was estimated and
recorded.
BIOLOGICAL INVENTORY
Biological sampling during stream inventory is used to determine
fish species and their distribution in the stream.
Biological
inventory is conducted using one or more of three basic methods:
1)
stream bank observation,
2)
underwater observation,
3)
electrofishing.
These sampling techniques are discussed in the
California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual.
DATA ANALYSIS
Data from
Runtime, a
Department
summarizes

the habitat inventory form are entered into Habitat
dBASE 4.1 data entry program developed by the California
of Fish and Game (DFG). This program also processes and
the data.

The Habitat Runtime program produces the following tables:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riffle, flatwater, and pool habitat types
Habitat types and measured parameters
Pool types
Maximum pool depths by habitat types
Dominant substrates by habitat types
Mean percent shelter by habitat types

Graphics are produced from the tables using Lotus 1,2,3.
developed for Mill Creek include:
•
•
•

Graphics

Riffle, flatwater, pool habitats by percent occurrence
Total habitat types by percent occurrence (bar graph)
Pool types by percent occurrence

HABITAT INVENTORY RESULTS
* ALL TABLES AND GRAPHS ARE LOCATED AT THE END OF THE REPORT *
The habitat inventory of July 24 - August 22, 1995 was conducted by
John Fort and Ken Mogan (Americorps members with Watershed Stewards
Project). The survey began at the confluence with Dry Creek and
extended up Mill Creek to the end of survey at an impassable dam.
The total length of the stream surveyed was 81,523 feet. A flow of
2.8 cfs was measured on July 29 just before the Wallace Creek
confluence, and a flow of 12.4 cfs was measured on July 28 at Mill
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Creek Road below Wallace Creek, with a Marsh-McBirney Model 2000
flowmeter.
This section of Mill Creek has eight channel types: from the mouth
to 18,111 an F4; next 3,220 feet a B2; next 34,413 feet an F4; next
1,845 feet an F2; next 13,725 feet a F4; next 4,255 feet an F3;
next 1,164 an F2 and the upper 3,916 feet a G4 (Mill Creek
Watershed map and Appendix B). F2 types are entrenched, meandering
riffle/pool channels on low gradients (<2%) with a high width/depth
ratio and a boulder substrate. F3 and F4 types are similar with
cobble and gravel substrates. B2 channels are moderate gradient
(2-4%), moderately entrenched, large cobble/boulder channels. G4
types are entrenched "gully" step-pool channels with a low
width/depth ratio on a moderate gradient and gravel substrate.
During the habitat inventory period, water temperatures ranged from
53 to 74°F.
Air temperatures ranged from 57 to 95°F.
Summer
temperatures were also measured using Ryan Tempmentors placed in
pools (see Tempmentor Summary graphs at end of report).
A
Tempmentor placed in reach one upstream of Westside Road Bridge
recorded every two hours from June 30 until August 25, 1995 . The
highest temperature recorded was 71.1°F in July and the lowest was
57.9°F in August. The mean of the daily highs was 67.7°F for the
month of July and 65.2°F for August.
These temperatures are
slightly above the threshold stress level of 65°F for salmonids. A
second Tempmentor was placed in reach six just upstream of a bridge
and recorded every 2 hours from June 30 - October 17, 1995. The
high temperature recorded was 64.9°F and the low was 50.9°F. The
mean of the daily highs was 62.7°F for July, 62.4°F for August,
59.6°F for September and 55.3°F for October.
Table 1 summarizes the Level II riffle, flatwater, and pool habitat
types.
All pools and 15% of riffle and flatwater types were
completely surveyed. By percent occurrence, riffles made up 24%,
flatwater types 40%, pools 35%, and dry units 1% (Graph 1).
Flatwater habitat types made up 57% of the total survey length,
riffles 23%, pools 20%, and dry 1%.
Twenty Four Level IV habitat types were identified. The data are
summarized in Table 2. The most frequent habitat types by percent
occurrence were low gradient riffles, 22%; runs, 22%; glides, 17%;
and lateral scour rootwads 12%; (Graph 2).
By percent total
length, runs made up 33%, glides 21%, low gradient riffles 21% and
lateral scour rootwads made up 7%.
Three hundred and sixty two pools were identified (Table 3). Scour
pools were most often encountered at 70% (Graph 3), and comprised
67% of the total length of pools.
Table 4 is a summary of maximum pool depths by pool habitat types.
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Depth is an indicator of pool quality. One hundred and ten of the
351 pools with maximum depth measured (31%) had a depth of three
feet or greater (Graph 4).
A shelter rating was calculated for each habitat unit and expressed
as a mean value for each habitat type within the survey using a
scale of 0-300.
Riffle and pool types both had a mean shelter
rating of 53, while flatwater types had a rating of 34. (Table 1).
Of the pool types, the scour pools had the highest mean shelter
rating at 54, main channel pools rated 51, and backwater pools
rated 49 (Table 3).
One hundred seventy-eight of the 352 (51%) pool tail-outs measured
had embeddedness ratings of either 3 or 4. One hundred six had a
rating of 1 (30%) and sixty-eight had a rating of 2 (19%).
Table 5 summarizes mean percent cover by habitat type. Table 10
summarizes cover areas by habitat type. Boulders are the dominant
cover type for pools in Mill Creek and are extensive. Undercut
banks, large woody debris and root mass are the next most common
cover types (Graphs 6 and 10). Nearly 27% of Mill Creek lacked
shade canopy.
Of the 73% of the stream that was covered with
canopy, 46% was composed of deciduous trees, and 54% was coniferous
(Graph 8). Shade canopy was also analyzed by reach with reaches
1,2 and 8 having the lowest percent shade canopy (Appendix B and
Graph 11)
For the stream reach surveyed, the mean percent right bank
vegetated was 68% and the mean percent left bank vegetated was also
68%. The dominant elements composing the structure of the stream
banks consisted of 11% bedrock, 11% boulder, 54% cobble/gravel, 25%
silt/clay, 3% bare soil, 2% grass and 10% brush. Additionally,
39% of the banks were covered with deciduous trees, and 46% with
coniferous trees, including downed trees, logs, and root wads
(Appendix C and Graph 9).
SUBSTRATE SAMPLING
In the 1957 survey, composition of the stream bed was visually
estimated as dominated by gravel and small rubble.
In 1973, it was noted that silt and sand were prevalent from
erosion of side walls.
In 1982, the survey stated the upper reaches consisted of 50%
rubble, 20% gravel, 15% cobble, 10% sand and 5% boulders.
The
middle section increased in gravel with 50% gravel, 20% cobble, 20%
rubble, 9% sand and 1% boulder.
Towards the mouth, the bottom
consisted of 40% sand and silt, 30% boulders, 15% cobble and 15%
gravel.
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For the 1995 inventory, Table 6 summarizes the dominant substrate
by habitat type. Gravel was the dominant substrate observed in 70%
of low gradient riffles measured for substrate composition. Small
cobble was the next most frequently observed dominant substrate
type, and occurred in 21% of the low gradient riffles measured
(Graph 7).
The depth of cobble embeddedness was estimated at pool tail-outs.
In Reach 1, 52% of the units measured had a value of 1 and 26% a
value of 4. In Reach 2, 6% had a value of 1 and 78% had a value of
4. Reach 3 is evenly split, 35% had a 1, and 35% had a 4. In
Reach 4, 14% had a value of either 1 and 43% had a value of 4.
Reach 5 is about evenly divided between each value. In reach 6, 8%
had either a 1 and 47% had a value of 4. In Reach 7, 21% had a 1
and 57% had a 4. In Reach 8, 32% had a value of 1 and 24% had a
value of 4. (Appendix B and Graph 5). Reaches 2,4,7 and 8 are
boulder sections with some bedrock, therefore the embeddedness
values would be expected to be higher.
Gravel samples were taken in the field by Mogan and Gregory
(Americorps).
Laboratory analysis was done by Fort, Huber,
Nossaman, Sanchez (Americorps), Wilson and Hards (Interns) in May
of 1996. The data was then summarized and analyzed with a computer
program written by Dwain Goforth (National Park Service).
The analysis showed sample 1 (Reach 1) to be 8.1% fines (<0.85 mm),
sample 2 (Reach 2) 7.0% fines, sample 3 (Reach 3) 5.4% fines and
sample 4 (Reach 8) to be 10.9% fines. The combined summary of all
four samples averaged 7.8% fines. The combined summary showed 75%
of the substrate to be less than 44mm, 50% to be less than 16mm and
25% to be less than 4mm (see Grain Size Distribution Plot). Reach
4 had a considerably higher percentage of fines than the other
reaches.
HABITAT INVENTORY RESULTS FOR BOYD CREEK
The habitat inventory on August 24, 1995 of Boyd Creek (tributary
to Mill Creek) was conducted by John Fort and Ken Mogan.
The
survey began at the mouth and extended to 131 feet past the end of
survey. The total length surveyed was 1,233 feet.
Boyd Creek was determined to be a G4 channel type. This type is
described as an entrenched "gully" step-pool with low width/depth
ratio, moderate gradient and gravel substrate.
Water temperatures ranged from 59°F to 61°F.
ranged from 63°F to 70°F.

Air temperatures

By percent occurrence, riffles made up 50%, pools 40%, and
flatwater 10%. Riffles made up 65% of the total survey length,
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pools 27%, and flatwater 9%. The most frequent habitat types by
percent occurrence were low gradient riffles, 35%; plunge pools,
18%; high gradient riffles, 13%; and runs, 8%.
Sixteen pools were identified.
Scour pools were most often
encountered at 69%, and comprised 49% of the total length of pools.
None of the pools had a maximum depth greater than 2 feet.
Riffle types had the highest shelter rating at 37. Flatwater had
the lowest rating with 5. Of the pool types, the main pools had
the highest mean shelter rating at 35, scour pools rated 29, and
backwater pools 10. Boulders are the dominant cover type in Boyd
Creek. Undercut banks, large woody debris and root masses also
contribute considerably to the cover.
Gravel was the dominant substrate observed and sand was the next
most frequently observed. Of the 16 pool tail-outs measured, 6%
had a value of 1, 25% had a value of 2, 13% had a value of 3 and
56% had a value of 4. On this scale, a value of one is best for
fisheries.
Of the 95% of the stream that was covered with canopy, 4% was
composed of deciduous trees, and 96% was composed of coniferous
trees. The mean percent right bank vegetated was 66% and the mean
percent left bank vegetated was 56%. the dominant vegetation types
for the stream banks were: 86% coniferous trees, 7% deciduous trees
and 7% bare soil.
The dominant substrate for the stream banks
were:
61% cobble/gravel, 14% bedrock, 14% boulder and 11%
silt/clay/sand.
BIOLOGICAL INVENTORY
JUVENILE SURVEYS:
Steelhead young of year were stated as "abundant throughout the
stream" section checked in the 1957 survey.
The survey also
described their "success and natural propagation to be good". The
1973 surveys indicate that Venus Roach and some SH juvenile and
adult fish were observed. The surveys from 1982 indicate steelhead
and roach were present although in low numbers (15 fish/100 ft.)
No other fish species were noted in any of the past surveys.
A biological inventory was conducted on September 12, 13 and 20 of
1995 on Mill Creek to document the fish species composition and
distribution within each reach.
Each site was single pass
electrofished using one Smith Root Model 12 electrofisher. Fish
from each site were counted by species, aged, and returned to the
stream.
The air temperature ranged from 57-81°F and the water
temperature ranged from 58-63°F. The observers were Mogan, Gregory
and Coey.
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The inventory of reach one was conducted one hundred feet above
Westside Road in habitat units 101-114. In pool, glide and run
habitat types 123 0+, ten 1+ and two 2+ steelhead were observed
along with 78 sculpin, 5 roach, 7 sucker, 3 squaw fish and 1
Pacific giant salamander.
The inventory of reach two was conducted starting at habitat unit
136. In pool, glide and riffle habitat types 180 0+, twenty 1+ and
ten 2+ steelhead were observed along with 25 sculpin, 22 squawfish,
5 sucker, 7 bass, 1 sunfish and 2 crayfish. The squawfish were 6-7"
long.
The inventory of reach three was near bridge #4 (Mill Creek Lane)
in habitat units 229-240. In pool glide and riffle habitat types
23 coho and 71 0+, six 1+ and four 2+ steelhead were observed along
with 59 roach, 4 sculpin and 1 sunfish.
The reach four inventory was conducted in habitat units 554-566.
In pool, backwater pool, glide, run, low gradient and high gradient
riffle habitat types 159 0+, twenty 1+ and one 2+ steelhead were
observed along with 88 sculpin and 4 crayfish.
The reach five inventory was 600 feet downstream from bridge #17 in
habitat units 689-708.
In pool, riffle, glide and run habitat
types 29 coho and 85 0+, five 1+ and two 2+ steelhead were observed
along with 71 sculpin, 2 crayfish and 1 frog.
The reach six inventory was conducted in habitat units 853-865. In
pool and low-gradient riffle habitat types 3 juvenile coho and 56
0+, 10 1+ and 1 2+ steelhead were observed along with 54 sculpin, 7
crayfish and 1 frog. The inventory of reach six was continued 1/8
mile downstream from bridge #23 in habitat units 871-879. In pool,
riffle, glide and run habitat types 1 coho, 96 0+, eight 1+ and
five 2+ steelhead were observed along with 45 sculpin and 7
crayfish.
The reach seven inventory was started directly under bridge #23 in
habitat units 908-929. In pool, riffle and run habitat types 17
juvenile coho and 113 0+, nine 1+ and five 2+ steelhead were
observed along with 29 sculpin and 9 crayfish.
The reach eight inventory was near bridge #24 in habitat units 9501024. In pool, run, glide and low-gradient riffle habitat types 4
juvenile coho and 226 0+, six 1+ and three 2+ steelhead were
observed along with 1 crayfish, 3 frogs and 1 salamander.
Notably, both coho and steelhead were found above the falls in
reach 3 indicating it is not a migration barrier, at least at high
flows. A summary of historical and recent data collected appears
in the table below.
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Summary of Salmonids found in Juvenile Surveys
YEAR

SPECIES

SOURCE

SIZE

1957

SH

DFG

Juvenile

1973

SH

DFG

Juvenile

1982

SH

DFG

Juvenile

1995

SH,SS

DFG

Juvenile

DFG

Adult Spawners

1995
KS
SH=Steelhead
SS=Coho (Silver) Salmon
KS=Chinook (King) Salmon

Historical records reflect that hatchery raised steelhead fingerlings were planted in Mill Creek in
1982, 1983, 1984, and 1986. Steelhead fingerlings were transferred to Mill Creek from Dry Creek in
1958 (Table 1). Steelhead fingerlings were rescued/transferred from Mill Creek in 1956, 1960 and
1964 (Table 2).
Table 1. Summary of fish plants/transfers into Mill
Creek
YEAR

SOURCE

SPECIES

#

SIZE

1958

Dry Creek

SH

545

FING

1982

Warm Springs

SH

46,684

FING

1982

Warm Springs

SH

17,640

FING

1982

Warm Springs

SH

14,560

FING

1982

Warm Springs

SH

14,484

FING

1983

Warm Springs

SH

29,760

FING
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Table 1. Summary of fish plants/transfers into Mill
Creek
YEAR

SOURCE

SPECIES

#

SIZE

1983

Warm Springs

SH

15,360

FING

1983

Warm Springs

SH

14,400

FING

1984

Warm Springs

SH

16,250

FING

1986

Warm Springs

SH

13,500

FING

FING = fingerling
SH = Steelhead
Warm Springs = Warm Springs Hatchery (Geyserville)

Table 2. Summary of fish rescues/transfers from Mill Creek
YEAR

RELEASE LOCATION

SPECIES

#

SIZE

1956

Russian River

SH

1,666

FING

1960

Little Sulphur Creek

SH

1,598

FING

1964
Russian River
SH
6,496
Warm Springs = Warm Springs Hatchery (Geyserville)
SH = Steelhead
FING = fingerling

FING

ADULT SURVEYS:
The 1957 survey visually described spawning habitat as "excellent
on the entire length of the stream", except that logging near the
headwaters had blocked the stream with "logs, dirt and slash". No
other barriers were observed.
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The 1973 survey description was more specific. From the mouth to
the Westside Road Bridge spawning habitat was noted as "poor".
From the Westside road bridge upstream to the confluence with
Wallace Creek spawning habitat was stated as "fair to good". From
Wallace Creek upstream 2.5 miles, spawning habitat was described as
"excellent". Three man-made obstructions two to three miles
upstream of the Westside Road Bridge; a boulder-concrete dam 4-5'
high, the foundation of a summer dam, and a bridge under
construction were observed.
The 1982 survey described spawning habitat as "good in the middle
section with large amounts of gravel", but indicated four log jams
with two being complete barriers to fish passage.
It was
recommended that the four log jams be removed although it is not
known if work was initiated. An 8 foot drop-off from the culvert
at the Boyd Creek confluence and a 1.5 foot drop-off at the Angel
Creek confluence were also noted.
Recent spawning surveys were conducted on Mill Creek. On December
27, 1995, beginning at the mouth and extending just upstream of
Felta Creek, a female Chinook was observed and a possible redd
downstream from the Westside Road bridge, in good gravel quality .
Another survey was conducted on January 11, 1996 beginning at Felta
Creek and extending to the falls.
A large school of yearling
salmonids, possibly hatchery smolt, were observed in a pool below
the falls. A possible redd was observed in good gravel quality. A
female Chinook salmon, two possible redds, and a male Chinook
salmon carcass were found upstream.
Another survey was conducted on March 20, 1996, beginning at the
Mill Creek Lane bridge and extended upstream to Wallace Creek. A
jack salmonid of unknown species and a possible redd in fair gravel
quality were observed.
The survey was continued on March 25,
beginning at Wallace Creek and extending upstream to the bridge at
Puccioni Road. A 16" steelhead of unknown sex, and a possible redd
were observed upstream of the flashboard dam.
DISCUSSION
Mill Creek has five channel types in eight reaches: F4, B2, F2,
F3, and G4. Reaches one, three and five have a total of 66,249
feet of F4 channel type.
F4 types are good for bank-placed
boulders. They are fair for low-stage weirs, single and opposing
wing-deflectors, channel constrictors and log cover. Reach 2 has
3,220 feet of B2 channel type along with available LOD either in or
nearby the stream. Many site specific projects can be designed
within this channel type, especially to increase pool frequency,
volume and pool cover. Specifically, B2 channels are excellent for
low and medium-stage plunge weirs, single and opposing wing
deflectors and bank cover.
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Reaches 4 and 7 have a total of 3,009 feet of F2 channel type. F2
types are fair for low-stage weirs, single and opposing wingdeflectors and log cover.
Reach 6 has 4,255 feet of F3 channel type. F3 types are good for
bank-placed boulders and single and opposing wing-deflectors. They
are fair for low-stage weirs, boulder clusters, channel
constrictors and log cover.
The upper 3,916 feet of Mill Creek is a G4 channel type. This type
is good for bank-placed boulders and fair for low-stage weirs,
opposing wing-deflectors and log cover.
The water temperatures recorded on the survey days July 24 to
August 22 1995 ranged from 53-74°F. Air temperatures ranged from
57-95°F. The warmer water and air temperatures were recorded in
Reach 3. These warmer temperatures, if sustained, are above the
threshold stress level for salmonids. Information from landowners
also indicate temperatures are commonly high. Summer temperatures
were measured using Ryan Tempmentors which record temperatures
every two hours 24 hrs/day. A Tempmentor was placed in Reach one
and the mean of the daily highs was 67.7° F for the month of July
and 65.2°F for August. The high temperatures for this pool were
slightly above the threshold stress level of 65°F for salmonids.
This reach had a low canopy density of 52%, which is most likely
contributing to the higher water temperatures. A second Tempmentor
was placed in reach six and the mean of the daily highs was 62.7°F
for July, 62.4°F for August, 59.6°F for September and 55.3°F for
October. The high temperatures for this pool were slightly below
the threshold stress level for salmonids. The mean canopy density
for this reach was 91%.
From historical information it is clear that pool development
decreased as "log jams" and other LOD were cleared from the stream
for flood protection and firewood.
More recently, flatwater
habitat types comprised 57% of the total length of this survey,
riffles 23%, and pools 20%. The pools are relatively shallow with
only 110 of the 351 pools having a maximum depth greater than 3
feet (31%). However, in coastal coho and steelhead streams, DFG
considers it desirable to have primary pools comprise approximately
50% of total habitat. In third and fourth order streams a primary
pool is defined to have a maximum depth of at least three feet,
occupy at least half the width of the low flow channel, and be as
long as the low flow channel width.
Therefore, installing
structures that will increase pool habitat is recommended for
locations where their installation will not jeopardize the unstable
stream banks, or subject the structures to high stream energy.
The mean shelter rating for flatwater was low with a rating of 34.
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The shelter rating of pool and riffle habitats were both at 53.
However, a pool shelter rating of approximately 100 is desirable.
The relatively small amount of cover that now exists is being
provided primarily by boulders, with root mass, large woody debris
and undercut banks contributing a smaller amount. Log and rootwad
cover structures in the pool and flatwater habitats are needed to
improve both summer and winter salmonid habitat.
Log cover
structure provides rearing fry with protection from predation, rest
from water velocity, and also divides territorial units to reduce
density related competition.
Seventy percent of low gradient riffles had gravel and 21% had
small cobble as the dominant substrate.
This is generally
considered good for spawning salmonids. However, fifty-one percent
of the pool tail-outs measured had embeddedness ratings of either 3
or 4. Thirty percent had a rating of 1 and 19% had a rating of 2.
Cobble embeddedness measured to be 25% or less, a rating of 1, is
considered best for the needs of salmon and steelhead.
Gravel sampling is conducted to determine the percentage of fine
sediment present in probable fish spawning areas. These areas are
generally found in low gradient riffles at the tail-outs of pools.
The higher the percent of fine sediment, the lower the probability
that eggs will survive to hatch.
This is due to the reduced
quantity of oxygenated water able to percolate through the gravel,
or because of fine sediment capping the redd and preventing fry
emergence.
The gravel program analyzed the substrate sample data for egg to
emergence survival rates for steelhead and coho.
The survival
rates are based on a 95% confidence interval and used the
FredleIndex. Based on this index and the data on Mill Creek, the
mean egg to emergence survival rate would be 66% for steelhead and
48% for coho.
In Mill Creek, particularly in Reach 8 and in the headwaters,
sediment sources related to the road system and upslope problems
should be mapped and rated according to their potential sediment
yields, and control measures taken. Reaches 1, 3 and 5 appear to
hold the best spawning habitat.
The mean percent canopy for the survey reach was 73%. This is a
fair percentage of canopy, since 80 percent is generally
considered desirable. Elevated water temperatures could be reduced
in localized areas (Reach 3 and below Westside Road bridge) by
increasing stream canopy. The large trees required to contribute
shade to the channel would also eventually provide a long term
source of large woody debris needed for instream structures.
Channel incision in the Russian River has headcut upstream
throughout Dry Creek to Lower Mill Creek. Many culverts and road
development has hardened the watershed, which has increased the
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rate of storm run-off. The dams in the headwaters have cut off
gravel supplies to Reaches 7 and 8 and below to a lesser extent,
since many of the tributaries supply gravel to Mill Creek. Channel
narrowing, channelization associated with Mill Creek Road, and
seasonal dams have caused an increase in stream velocity, excessive
debris transport, and an overall channel incision in the upper
portion of the stream. This has led to many habitat problems in
the stream including: loss of gravel used for spawning, bank
erosion and loss of riparian habitat, loss of instream structure
(ie. woody debris) and thus pool habitat. Recent information from
many landowners indicates increased urbanization and summer dams
has decreased summertime flow for domestic use since the 1970's,
particularly in Reach 3. In general this has also resulted in an
overall loss of pools, and loss of instream shelter for juvenile
salmonids. Downcutting in Reach 8 has caused a migration barrier
in Boyd Creek at the confluence with Mill Creek.
DISCUSSION FOR BOYD CREEK
Boyd Creek has a G4 channel type. This type is good for bankplaced boulders and fair for low-stage weirs, opposing wing
deflectors and log cover.
The water temperatures recorded during the survey are close to the
threshold stress level for salmonids.
To make any further
conclusions, temperatures need to be monitored for a longer period
of time through the critical summer months, and more extensive
biological sampling conducted.
The shelter rating in the pool habitats was 29. The relatively
small amount of pool cover that now exists is being provided
primarily by boulders, undercut banks and root masses. Log and
root wad cover structures in the pool and flatwater habitats are
needed to improve both summer and winter salmonid habitat.
All of the low gradient riffles measured had gravel as a dominant
substrate.
This is generally considered good for spawning
salmonids. However, eleven of the 16 pool tail-outs measured had
embeddedness ratings of either 3 or 4.
Cobble embeddedness
measured to be 25% or less, a rating of 1, is considered best for
the needs of salmon and steelhead.
The mean percent canopy for the survey reach was 95%. This is an
excellent percentage, since 80 percent is generally considered
desirable.
SUMMARY
Biological surveys were conducted to document fish distribution and
are not necessarily representative of population information.
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Steelhead were documented consistently during each past survey year
and coho juveniles (Reaches 3 and 5-8) and Chinook spawners (Reach
1) only recently. Coho juveniles may have been present in previous
years and not noticed in the visual surveys done. The 1995 spring
surveys documented many 0+ steelhead indicating very successful
spawning. However, fewer yearling fish were found indicating poor
holding over conditions the year before, or poor holding over
conditions in general.
In general, Reach 1 has good spawning habitat however, rearing
habitat is limited and much of the reach dries up in most years.
More deep pools with adequate shelter and cooler summer
temperatures are needed. The unstable banks and effects of
channelization downstream of Westside Rd bridge limits instream
habitat improvement alternatives, although some opportunity exists
upstream. In reach 2, rearing habitat is much better, although few
riffle habitat exists for spawning due to the boulder section, and
what does exist is unsuitable for spawning due to high gravel
embeddedness. Reach 3 has only fair rearing and spawning habitat.
Upstream of the Wallace Creek confluence, conditions are better.
In reaches 4 and 5, spawning and rearing habitat exists, canopy
shading is higher, although instream shelter is still lacking and
stream bank erosion is prevalent due to poor road maintenance, the
lack of large woody debris, and high stream velocities. However,
many opportunities and alternatives exist for habitat improvement
due to the stable channel types.
Uplope land use practices such as logging and vineyards on steep
slopes have impacted spawning gravels and decreased pool volume in
the upper reaches. Additionally, these upstream effects seriously
impact spawning resources downstream in lower gradient reaches (4
and 5). Channel incision in Reach 8 has occurred due to the dams
cutting off gravel supply. Structures to offset channel downcutting
and recruit gravel for spawning, are recommended.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Mill Creek should
production stream.

be

managed

as

an

anadromous,

natural

Recent winter storms brought down many large trees and other
woody debris into the stream, which increased the number and
quality of pools since the drought years. This woody debris,
if left undisturbed, will provide fish shelter and rearing
habitat, and offset channel incision. Efforts to increase
flood protection or improve fish access in the short run, have
led to long term problems in the system. Landowners should be
sensitive about the natural and positive role woody debris
plays in the system, and encouraged not to remove woody debris
from the stream, except under extreme buildup and only under
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guidance by a fishery professional.

SPECIFIC FISHERY ENHANCEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
1)

On Mill Creek, active and potential sediment sources related
to the county road system need to be mapped, and treated
according to their potential for sediment yield to the stream
and its tributaries. Many plugged, undersized, and misaligned
culverts exist along with overgrown in-board ditches which
have along with heavy rains, contributed to severe erosion
along the road face for much of the stream.(pending county
action)

2)

For sources of upslope and in-channel erosion, utilize
biotechnical approaches. Near-stream riparian planting along
reach 1 of the stream should be encouraged to provide bank
stability and a buffering against agricultural and urban
runoff.

3)

Increase the canopy on Mill Creek by planting willow, alder,
redwood, and Douglas fir along the stream where shade canopy
is not at acceptable levels (portions of reaches 1 and 3).
The reach above the survey section should be assessed for
planting and treated as well, since water temperatures
throughout are effected from upstream.
In many cases,
planting will need to be coordinated to follow bank
stabilization or upslope erosion control projects.

4)

Monitor fish passage at the lower falls.

5)

Where feasible, increase woody cover in the pool and flatwater
habitat units along the entire stream. Most of the existing
cover is from boulders and undercut banks.
Adding high
quality complexity with larger woody cover is desirable.
Combination cover/scour structures constructed with boulders
and woody debris would be effective in many flatwater and pool
locations in the upper reaches. This must be done where the
banks are stable (reaches 2-7) or in conjunction with stream
bank armor to prevent erosion (reaches 1 and 8 3). In many
areas the material is at hand.
Reach 7 would benefit from
bank-placed boulders and single and opposing wing-deflectors.
They are fair for low-stage (low profile) weirs, boulder
clusters and channel constrictors. Log cover structures can
be used to increase instream shelter. Reaches 3 and 7 are
excellent for many types of low and medium stage instream
enhancement structures. Many site specific projects can be
designed within these channel types, especially to increase
pool frequency, volume and shelter.
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6)

Near-stream riparian planting along reach 3 of the stream
should be encouraged to provide bank stability and a buffering
against agricultural and urban runoff.

PROBLEM SITES AND LANDMARKS - MILL CREEK SURVEY COMMENTS
STREAM
LENGTH (FT)
COMMENTS
(**** HABITAT UNIT #)
---------------------------------------------------------------712 LARGE FENCE 18' X 120' USED FOR BANK STABILIZATION.
MID CHANNEL
2652 GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE
2721 BEDROCK BANK, LEFT BANK
3357 GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE; LEFT BANK RIP RAP 100'
3574 2+ FISH SPOTTED
9606 BANK STABILIZATION WITH 5 OR MORE OLD VEHICLES,
RIGHT BANK
11805 90'L X 12'H STABILIZATION FENCE
12006 BRIDGE #1 WESTSIDE ROAD
55'L X 55'W X 30'H
**** UNIT 98
14525 GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE
15628 4" CRAYFISH
15750 MANY FISH
15854 WITH FELTA CREEK, 67°F. AT FELTA
CREEK
**** UNIT 114
16213 BLOWOUT LEFT BANK 40'L X 40'W X 6'
16363 DAM POOLS CREATED BY BOULDERS/ROCKS STACKED UP
16432 SUNFISH; 600' OF MANMADE ROCK BANK STABILIZATION,
RIGHT & LEFT BANKS
16973 BRIDGE #2 12'L X 25'H X 100'W
**** UNIT 129
18144 5' 5" WATERFALL
18701 NICE POOL, NEEDS COVER
19055 2+ SALMONIDS
19624 BLOWOUT RIGHT BANK
19889 2+ FISH
19971 2+ FISH; OLD BROKEN CONCRETE DAM NOT
INTACT/USEABLE 18"W X 35'L
20142 BRIDGE #3
**** UNIT 165.1
20765 OLD BROKEN ROCK WALL & DAM
20793 4" CRAYFISH
21331 OLD CONCRETE DAM SLAB 7'L X 30'W X 2'H HOLDING
GRAVEL
21593 SEVERAL 1+,2+ FISH
21645 TRIB. RIGHT BANK 62°F.
21905 MANY 1+ & 2+ FISH; LARGE MOUTH BASS 2-4"; SUNFISH;
8 CRAYFISH
23367 DRY TRIB. WITH CULVERT 25" DIAM.
24453 SUNFISH;
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24558
24820
25301
25457
25569
28874
29460
29840
30141
32198
32323
32429
33751
34388
34969
35407
35785
35931
36352
36978
37902
38669
39300
40498
41985
42721
43134
43224
43811
43866
44064
44121
44221
45951
46536
46637
46947
47716
47874
51031
52048
52566
52706
53129
53663

TRIB. RIGHT BANK 63°F.
RIP RAP RIGHT BANK
TURTLE WITH 6 SEGMENTS UNDER BODY SHELL
BRIDGE #4
**** UNIT 226
BLOWOUT RIGHT BANK 172'L X 161'H
2+ FISH SPOTTED
BRIDGE #5 17'H X 9'W X 45'
**** UNIT 257
2+ FISH
SUMMER (FLASH DAM) 58'W X 17'L X 6'H HOLDING
GRAVEL
2+ FISH
TRIB LEFT BANK DRY
W/ WALLACE CREEK 62°F.
CRAYFISH; ROCK & CONCRETE RETAINING WALL LEFT BANK
10'H X 140'L
CULVERT 24" DIAM. 110' LONG; RIGHT BANK SPRING 60°F.
BRIDGE #6 (MILL CREEK ROAD.) 35'L X 55'W X 12'H NOT
HOLDING GRAVEL, NO SILL
**** UNIT 322
BRIDGE #7 15'L X 14'H X 35'W; DRY TRIB. LEFT BANK
RIP RAP STABILIZATION RIGHT BANK 105'L X 10'H
57°F. TRIB. RIGHT BANK
DAM 7'H X 7.5'L X 47'W RETAINING GRAVEL
BLOWOUT LEFT BANK
SPRING RIGHT BANK 61°F.
BRIDGE #7 (3" SUMP) COVERED BRIDGE
**** UNIT 376
BRIDGE #8
RIGHT BANK LARGE CONCRETE SLABS; LARGE WING
DEFLECTOR 3 REDWOOD LOGS
BRIDGE #9
**** UNIT 402
DRY TRIB LEFT BANK
2+ FISH
BRIDGE #10 MILL CREEK ROAD
**** UNIT 421
CRAYFISH
SPRING RIGHT BANK
LARGE BLOWOUT; POTENTIAL JAM
LOG JAM
2+ FISH
SPRING RIGHT BANK 59°F.
BRIDGE #11 8'H X 14'L X 40'L
**** UNIT 469
BANK STABILIZATION EFFORT USING LARGE BOULDERS
2+ FISH
TRIB LEFT BANK WITH CULVERT 61°F.
2+ FISH
1+ FISH
WITH PALMER CREEK 66°F.
BRIDGE #12 PALMER CREEK ROAD
**** UNIT 517
CULVERT RIGHT BANK
BLOWOUT LEFT BANK
2+ FISH SPOTTED
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53766
54017
54115
54214
55464
55882
56115
56380
56730
57649
58485
58551
59389
59966
60126
60810
60838
61035
61563
61631
62738
62842
62956
63087
63456
63613
63716
63847
64233
64342
64435
64495
64632
64680
65154
65216
65330
66381
66504
66618
66953
67000
67174
67224
67506

SPRING 59°F. RIGHT BANK
ROAD CULVERT ON LEFT BANK
LEFT BANK CULVERT; TRIB. ON RIGHT BANK 58°F.
GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE; BLOWOUT RIGHT BANK
CULVERT RIGHT BANK; 24" DOWNCUT MILL CREEK ROAD
SPRING RIGHT BANK
SPRING LEFT BANK
POTENTIAL RESTORATION LOGS; BLOWOUT
SPRING LEFT BANK 58°F.
MASSIVE GULLY WASHOUT LEFT BANK 45W X 50L X 20D
BLOWOUT/LANDSLIDE LEFT BANK 35'W X 25'L X 3'D;
2+ FISH
DRY TRIB LEFT BANK
LOG JAM SOURCE FOR RESTORATION
2+ FISH; GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE
TRIB RIGHT BANK 57°F.
BRIDGE #14
**** UNIT 633
DRY TRIB LEFT BANK
GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE
SPRING RIGHT BANK 60°F.
BRIDGE #15
**** UNIT 651
GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE
DRY TRIB LEFT BANK
BRIDGE #16
**** UNIT 683
1+ FISH
BRIDGE #17
**** UNIT 683
GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE
SPRING RIGHT BANK; BLOWOUT RIGHT BANK
SPRING RIGHT BANK 57°F.
BLOWOUT LEFT BANK 30'L X 10'H X 3'D;
LOG JAM
SPRING RIGHT BANK 59°F.
BLOWOUT LEFT BANK INTO MILL CREEK ROAD
60'L X 11'H X 3'D
2+ AND 1+ FISH
BRIDGE #18
**** UNIT 706
BOX CULVERT LEFT BANK WITH TRIB 59°F.
SPRING RIGHT BANK 59°F.
BLOWOUT RIGHT BANK 55'L X 45'W X 12'D
DEBRIS INFLUENCE (HIGH FLOWS); SPRING RIGHT BANK
BRIDGE #19
**** UNIT 718
BLOWOUT RIGHT BANK 20' X 20' X 4'D
FOOT BRIDGE 9'H X 6'L X 25'W
BRIDGE #20 8'H X 10'L X 18'W
**** UNIT 726
FLASH DAM 24'W X 6'L X 2'H NOT HOLDING GRAVEL
SPRING RIGHT BANK 57°F; FOOT BRIDGE
BRIDGE #21 14'L X 40'W X 16'H
**** UNIT 736
CULVERT LEFT BANK 12" DIAM. X 48'L
BLOWOUT RIGHT BANK 60'L X 45'W X 9D
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67663 200 FT OF DEAD FALL TREES AND SMALL SLIDES
HOLDING BACK SOME GRAVEL.
GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE!
67933 BRIDGE #22 20'L X 80'W X 50'H
**** UNIT 752
68121 BLOWOUT LEFT BANK 18'L X 20'W X 4'D
68151 LOG JAM 11'H X 26'W X 15'L HOLDING GRAVEL.
68174
69671
70086
70261
71185
71209
71419
72825
72972
73111
73370
73445
73584
73681
74016
74173
74240
74394
74641
75639
75815
76310
76408
76427
76927
77427
77463
77595
77643
78418
78509
78548
78596
78652
78712
79041
79102
79258
79646
79722

BLOWOUT RIGHT BANK 70'L X 50'W X 3'D
SPRING RIGHT BANK 58°F.
LOGS AND BOULDERS HOLDING BACK GRAVEL
SPRING RIGHT BANK 57°F.
BRIDGE #23
**** UNIT 792
WITH ANGEL; ANGEL CREEK 59°F.
OLD SKID ROAD RIGHT BANK; 2+ FISH
SPRING RIGHT BANK 57°F.
SPRING RIGHT BANK 60°F.
CHANNEL TYPING DONE
DRY TRIB LEFT BANK
SPRING RIGHT BANK
DRY TRIB LEFT BANK
LOG JAM
SPRING LEFT BANK 57°F.
CRAY FISH
GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE
CULVERT RIGHT BANK; DRY TRIB
DRY TRIB RIGHT BANK; CULVERT RIGHT BANK
CHANNEL TYPE DONE
BOYD CREEK RIGHT BANK 59°F.
BRIDGE #24
**** UNIT 917
CHANNEL TYPE DONE HERE
DRY TRIB RIGHT BANK
SPRING LEFT BANK
FLASH DAM 11'H X 16'W X 1.5'L; 4 FT. FROM CREEK TO
SILL; 2-4"
DRY TRIB RIGHT BANK
SPRING LEFT BANK 60°F.
LEFT BANK SMALL BLOWOUT
SPRING LEFT BANK 59°F.
SPRING RIGHT BANK 57°F.
SPRING RIGHT BANK 61°F.
OLD FLASH DAM 18" CONCRETE SILL
BRIDGE #25
**** UNIT 964
SPRING LEFT BANK 62°F.
GOOD ELECTROFISHING SITE
2+ FISH
CHANNEL TYPING DONE
DAM 9'H X 14'W X 8'L DOWNCUTTING 3' TO DAM SILL
1+ AND 2+ FISH IN DAM POOL
CASING
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80074 ROCK GABION LEFT BANK
80423 DIRT ROAD BUILT THROUGH CREEK; NO CULVERT; 49'L X
8'H DIRT AND ROCK
80511 GULLY LEFT BANK; DRY TRIB LEFT BANK
80788 END OF SURVEY
80929 SPILLWAY (CONCRETE); EARTHEN DAM.
PROBLEM SITES AND LANDMARKS - BOYD CREEK SURVEY COMMENTS
STREAM
LENGTH (FT)
COMMENTS
---------------------------------------------------------------124 6' JUMP INTO CULVERT CAUSED BY DOWNCUTTING
154 SALAMANDER (PACIFIC)
316 2' JUMP TO SILL CAUSED BY DOWNCUT
373 INSTREAM CULVERT DOWNCUTTING
433 CRAYFISH
577 LOG ACCUMULATIOn
733 INSTREAM CULVERT 5.5W NO DOWNCUTTING
987 LOG JAM
1001 DRY TRIB LF BK
1105
1197 TRIB LF BK
END OF SURVEY
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